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Campus Serviettes Limited/SP 
holds a great pep rally and 
invite lots of friends free!$
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We think the Payolo$/Bopcats concert was a 
really wonderful way for the Student Pansies to 
attract a lot of attention. We think the 600 odd 
people who were smart enough to get that great 
deal on those tickets (only $17.50) should be 
commended, and the SP thought so too; after 
all. werent they handing out SP badges to 
everyone in attendance including the band 
mem ers. isn t it wonderful that the SP'ers are 
dedicated enough to hand out propaganda to 
naive |unior high school students 

We also think it's simply marvelous that the 
promoter received only 30 or so free guest 
passes for his hard and dedicated work.

Also, it's wonderful that a group of dedicated 
CSL (Campus Serviettes Limited) board of direc
tors would be taking nothing more than a ticket 
for their pains - and yet many of these same 
people, mostly Student Pansy members, would 
mercilessly slash already pitiful honoraria. 
These people believe that running newspapers 
radio stations etc. is a duty. We figure organiz
ing such fantastic concerts is not. Is it?

We also wondered momentarily about the 200 
odd free guest passes that were mysteriously 
handed out, but disregarded any really knowing 
curiosity. After all, who are we?

Rumour has it that almost $13,000 was lost on 
this concert, and that aside from poor organiza
tion, and a fair amount of blame being shrugged 
off on many unsuspecting souls, we at the Bums 
thought the concert was a wonderful, un
precedented success.

Best of all, we heard Bodfish liked it, after all 
isn t that what happiness is? - A president who 
sits on the floor and wiggles!
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We think that the mere sum of $250 for all his 

troubles is peanuts for all the things he manag
ed so successfully to botch. We don't 
details are necessary - people with tickets can 
look at the spelling of the word Payola$ and 
have a good laugh whenever they want. Yahoo!
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